
 

MCEP Statement on ED Quality of Care 

VTE Management in the Emergency Department 
 

MCEP recommends that all Michigan emergency departments and emergency physician groups consider and 

review the evidence informing best practices in the evaluation of suspected pulmonary embolism and 

management of this condition in the emergency department. There is high-quality evidence supporting 

standardization of these practices. This may include, but is not limited to: 

• Use of guidelines and clinical decision rules 

o Pulmonary Embolism Rule-out Criteria (PERC) 

o Wells criteria 

• Incorporation of appropriate use of d-dimer with consideration of threshold adjustment  

o Age-adjusted d-dimer 

o YEARS algorithm in the pregnant population 

• Appropriate use of CT angiogram thorax imaging 

 

Next, after establishing the diagnosis of acute pulmonary embolism, emergency clinicians should consider risk-

stratifying patients using established clinical decision rules: 

• Pulmonary Embolism Severity Index (PESI) 

• simplified Pulmonary Embolism Severity Index (sPESI) 

• HESTIA criteria 

to determine the safety of outpatient management of this diagnosis or utilization of observation units or inpatient 

admissions based on risk stratification.  

 

Finally, Emergency physicians are well suited to help their healthcare systems implement usage of these tools or 

assist in formation of Pulmonary Embolism Response teams (PERT). Hospitals or independent groups can reach 

out to MCEP for more information or quality service organizations for assistance.   

 

Supporting Documents: 

 

Michigan Emergency Department Improvement Collaborative 

https://medicqi.org/QI-Initiatives/CT-for-Suspected-Pulmonary-Embolism 
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